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Abstract 
For every countable ordinal o we construct a C-compacturn universal to the class of all com- 
pacta with dime X < Q. Using this result we prove that for uncountable many ordinals /3 there 
exist noncountable-dimensional pre-Hilbert spaces Dp which are absorbing spaces for the class of 
compacta with dime less than p where dime is the transfinite extension of the covering dimension 
(Borst, preprint) which classifies C-compacta. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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Introduction 
All discussed spaces are assumed metrizable and separable, all ordinals are assumed 
countable. The set of all countable ordinals will be denoted by WI. 
By N we denote the set of natural numbers and IF’ is the space of irrationals. By Q we 
denote the Hilbert cube [-1, 11” and C = {(t%)gi G Q 1 supiEN Iti/ < 1) is its radial 
interior. The space 12 is the usual Hilbert space. By expQ we denote the hyperspace of 
the Hilbert cube, i.e., the space of all closed nonempty subsets in Q endowed with the 
topology induced by the Hausdorff metrics. 
Let K be a class of spaces. The class g-K: consists of all spaces which can be repre- 
sented as the countable unions of their closed subspaces from the class Ic. 
The notion of K-absorbing spaces was introduced by Bestvina and Mogilski in [2]. 
They constructed absorbing spaces for Bore1 classes and proved the characterization 
theorem for absorbing spaces. In particularly C is the absorbing space for all compacta. 
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Dobrowolski and Mogilski asked to find more absorbing spaces [3]. They proved 
that for uncountable many of ordinals p there exist pre-Hilbert spaces Ep which are 
absorbing for the classes of compacta X with ind < p [4]. All these spaces are countable- 
dimensional. In [4] a noncountable-dimensional pre-Hilbert space F is constructed but 
it is not clear if F has to be the absorbing space for a given external class of compacta. 
It suggests the following question. 
Question 5.18 [3]. Find interesting (different from C and F) a-compact absorbing sets 
which are not countable-dimensional. 
M. Zarichnyi has constructed a noncountable-dimensional space absorbing for com- 
pacta which are the unions of non-abelian and finite-dimensional compacta [5]. But it is 
not known if this space admits the structure of a pre-Hilbert space (probably does not). 
In this paper we show that for each ordinal a E WI there exists an ordinal p > o and 
a pre-Hilbert space Dp which is ‘D(P)-absorbing where Do(p) is the class of compacta 
with dime less than /3. All spaces Dp beginning from some PO E WI are not countable- 
dimensional and different from C and F. 
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 1 we give some necessary definitions 
and results about C-compacta, in Section 2 we recall the definition of indexc which 
classifies C-compacta and prove that for each cy E wi there exists a C-compacturn K, 
which contains all compacta X with indexc X 6 Q. In Section 3 we recall the definition 
of the transfinite extension dime of covering dimension and construct some universal 
compacta and, finally, in Section 4 we construct the absorbing spaces Dp. 
1. Definitions 
Let X be a space. We say that a family V of subsets of X is rejined in a family U if 
for each element V E V there exists U E U which V c U. The family V of subsets of 
X is called disjoint if every two elements of V are disjoint and is open if each element 
of 1/ is open. The set of all open coverings of a space X is denoted by cov(X). 
Definition 1 [6]. A space X has property C (briefly is a C-space) if for each sequence 
{QT%, n E N} of open coverings of X there exists a sequence {&, n E N} of open 
disjoint families such that each family pn refines (Ye and U,“=, ,& E cov(X). 
It is easy to see that each closed subset of a C-space is a C-space. 
Proposition A [7]. Let F be a closed C-subset of X. Then for each sequence {(Y,, n E 
N} of open coverings of X there exists a sequence { pn, n E N} of open disjoint families 
such that each ,& refines (Y, and U,“=, /3i E cov(F). 
Proposition B [7]. Let f be a closed map from a space X onto a C-space Y. If f -l(y) 
has property C for each y E Y, then X is a C-space. 
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2. Classification of C-compacta 
We start from the definition of the Brouwer-Kleene order. 
We shall consider the set FinN of all nonempty finite subsets of N with the order + 
inverse to the lexicographic order, i.e., CJ + r means that there is an rz E N such that 
a~{l,....n-1}=~~{l,....n-1}andn~(~\~.ThisorderiscalledBrouwer-Kleene 
order. 
A sequence R = {Q,, i E N} of finite open coverings of X is called P-refinable if 
for each open finite covering cr the covering cy( refines a for infinite many indices i [8]. 
Let X be a compacturn and R = {oz. i E N} be a P-refinable sequence. Let us define 
AIR(X) = 
i 
m E FinN 1 there are no open disjoint families $, . i E o 
such that each pi refines I and U & E cov(X) . 
7trr 
We shall consider the set A.!f~(x) with the Brouwer-Kleene order. 
Proposition C [8]. Let RI = { CE~, i E N} and R2 = {a:, i E N} be two P-rejnable 
sequences in X. Then the ordered set AIn, (X) is similar to a subset of the ordered set 
kfn, (X), and vice versa. 
Proposition D [8]. A compactum K has property C if and only if for some (equiva- 
lently-for each) P-refinable sequence R in X the set Mn(X) is well-ordered. 
The previous two propositions justify the following definition: 
Definition 2 [8]. Let X be a C-compacturn. Then the order type of the set AIR(X) is 
a countable ordinal, which is independent of the choice of a P-refinable sequence R in 
X. We define 
indexc X = type MR(X) 
and call indexc X the Lusin-Sierpinski index of X 
Let us consider the hyperspace expQ and denote by A, the subset of expQ defined 
as follows: 
A,, = {X E expQ 1 indexcX < Q}, 
where R is an ordinal. Using the similar arguments as in [9, 5 1, Section 431 we obtain: 
Proposition 1. The set A, is analytic for each cy E ~1. 
Now we can prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 1. For each Q E w1 there exists a C-compactum L, which contains topolog- 
ically each compactum Y with indexc Y < (Y. 
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Proof. Since the set A, = {K E exp Q 1 indexc K < CY} is analytic, there exists a 
surjective map f : LP -+ A,. Let us consider the subset B = {(p, q) E IP x Q / q E f(p)} 
of the space P x Q. 
The projection rr : B --) P is a closed map whose fibers r-l (p) = f(p) are C-compacta 
and the range is O-dimensional; therefore B is a C-space (Proposition B). Since B is 
closed in P x Q, it is a complete space, and hence there is a compactification L, of B 
with countable-dimensional remainder L, \ B [lo]. 
Let us show that L, is the promised compacturn. Let K be a compactum with 
indexc K 2 cx Then K E A, and there exists a point t E P with K = f(t). Hence 
K={t}xQnBcBcL,. 
Now we show that L, is a C-compacturn. Since L, \ B is countable-dimensional, we 
have 
L,\B= fiAi 
ix1 
with dim Ai = 0. Let {aj, j E N} be a sequence of open coverings of L. We can assume 
that all c~j are finite. Since Ai is O-dimensional, we can choose a disjoint family & of 
open sets such that p2i refines CXZ~ and /32i covers Ai. Put 
0 = fiai. 
i=l 
It is evident that L, \ 0 c B. Then L, \ 0 is a C-compacturn and we can choose a 
sequence { P2if 1, i E RI} of disjoint open families such that &+i refines ozi+i and 
U,“=, ,&i+i covers L, \ 0. The sequence {pi, i E N} satisfies the definition of C-space. 
The theorem is proved. ??
3. Construction of universal compacta Kp 
In this section we recall the definition of the transfinite dimension dime and construct 
some universal compacta Kp. Let us start with the definition of ordinal number Ord. 
Let L be an arbitrary set. By Fin L we shall denote the collection of all finite, nonempty 
subsets of L. Let M be a subset of Fin L. For 0 E (0) U Fin L we put 
M”={TEF~~L] OUTE MandenT=@}. 
Let Ma abbreviate M{“). 
Definition 3 [ 11. Define the ordinal number Ord M inductively as follows: 
OrdM = 0 iff M=@, 
OrdM < cu iff for every a E L, Ord Ma < a, 
OrdM = Q: iff Ord M < (Y and Ord M < a is not true, and 
Ord M = cc iff Ord M > (Y for every ordinal number (Y. 
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Let X be a space and K(X) is the set of the all locally finite coverings of X. Put 
MK(x) = {oi}F=, E FinK(X) 1 
{ 
there are no open disjoint families pi, i = 1, . . . , n, 
such that pi refines oi and fi ,& covers X: 72 E N 
2=1 
Definition 4 [l]. For a space X we set 
dime X = OrdMK(x). 
It is easy to see that for a space X with dime X < Q and for each its closed subset 
A c X we have dime A < (Y. Let us notice that dime coincides with classical covering 
dimension dim for finite-dimensional spaces [l] and for a compacturn K dime K exists 
if and only if K has property C, moreover, indexc K = tiiirnC K (ordinal exponentia- 
tion) [8]. 
Thus we can reformulate Theorem 1. 
Theorem 2. For each CY E w1 there exists a C-compactum L, which contains topolog- 
ically each compacturn with dime K 6 CE. 
Lemma 1. There exists a nondecreasing function k : WI -+ WI such that for each com- 
pactum X with dime X 6 a and for each n E N we have dime X” < k(a). 
Proof. Let Q: E w1 and L, is the C-compacturn from the previous theorem. It follows 
from Proposition B that (L,)” is a C-compacturn for each n E N. Put & = dimc(L,)i 
and <(a) = supiGn &. Put k(cr) = sup{<(P) 1 ,!3 < a}. It is evident that k is the function 
we are looking for. The lemma is proved. 0 
Put h(o) = sup{k(p) 1 P < a}. 
Let us denote by D(p) the class of compacta with dime less than p. We say that a 
space Y is D(p)- universal if Y contains topologically all compacta from D(p). 
Theorem 3. For each ordinal N E WI there exists an ordinal /3 E ~1, ,O > Q and 
compactum Kp #such that dime Kp = /z(P) = p, Ko E a-D(p) and Kp is D(p)- 
universal. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2 and Lemma 1 that we can inductively construct a 
sequence of ordinals Q = 01 < cyz < and a sequence of compacta K,, n E N, such 
that 
(i) K, is D(cu,)-universal, 
(ii) cy n+t = k(dimc K,). 
Put B = supdimc K, = super, and denote by Ko a one-point compactification of 
the discrete sum of compacta K,,. The theorem is proved. 0 
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4. Construction of absorbing spaces D, 
Recall briefly some necessary definitions of the theory of absorbing sets (see [2] for 
details). 
Two maps f, g : X 4 Y are said to be U-close, where U is a cover of Y, if for each 
2 E X the set {f(z),g(z)} is contained in an element of U. 
A closed subset X of Y is called Z-set if for every open cover U of Y there exists 
a map f : Y + Y which is U-close to Idy and f(Y) f? X = 0. If additionally f(Y) is 
closed in Y we say that X is a strong Z-set in Y. An embedding into Y is called a 
Z-embedding if its image is a Z-set in Y. 
Let K be a class of spaces. A space X is strongly iC-universal if for every map 
f : C + X from a space C E K, for every closed subset D c C such that f 1 D : D --+ X 
is a Z-embedding and for every U E cov(X), there exists a Z-embedding h: C + X 
such that hlD = flD and h is U-close to f. 
A space X E AR is called a Labsorbing space if X = lJE”=, Xi where each Xi is a 
strong Z-set in X, X, E Kc, and X is strongly K-universal. We say that a K-absorbing 
space X is representable in 12 if X is homeomorphic to a subset Xu in 12 such that 
12 \ Xa is locally homotopy negligible in 12 (i.e., for every open set U c 12 the inclusion 
U \ Xe induces an isomorphism of homotopy groups). 
In [2] it is proved that if there exists a representable in 12 K-absorbing space X then 
every K-absorbing space is homeomorphic to X. 
The proof of Theorem 4 follows the arguments of [4]. 
Theorem 4. For each cy E WI there exists ,O E ~1, j3 3 a and pre-Hilbert space Dq 
such that Dp is V(P)-absorbing. 
Proof. Let ,l3 and Kp be as in Theorem 3. There exists an embedding u : K + 12 such 
that v(K) is a linearly independent set [ll]. Put Dp = span(v(Kp)). Since h(P) = /3 
and Kp E a-D(P), using the cross-section argument of [ 11, p. 2821 we obtain that Dp E 
o-D(p). By a result of [12] Dp is strongly D(p)- universal. It is a well-known fact that 
Ep is the countable union of its strong Z-subsets. Consequently Ep is a D(P)-absorbing 
space. 0 
It follows from well-known arguments that the space D, is locally homotopy negligible 
in its completion 0,. Since Dp is homeomorphic to 12, we have: 
Corollary 1. An AR-space Y is homeomorphic to ED if and only if Y is strongly V(p)- 
universal and Y can be represented as countable union of compacta from V(p) which 
are strong Z-sets in Y. 
Remark. All C-compacta are weakly infinite-dimensional (it is not known if these 
classes of compacta coincide). R. Pol constructed an example of a weakly infinite- 
dimensional compacturn P which is not countable-dimensional [ 131. This compacturn 
is even a C-compacturn [ 141. Hence there exists dime P = p0. Thus all spaces Eo with 
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p > & are not countable-dimensional. Since Q is not a C-compactum, all the spaces Erj 
are different from C which contains a copy of Q. So, the spaces Et3 can be considered 
as the answer to the above question. 
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